
To Spin The Doctor Or Doctor The Spin

Schools “reformed” through the impressive magic of a highly polished image.
Well, as it turned out? 
They weren’t always what they were cracked up to be.  
Sometimes?  
Oh, sometimes there was quite a bit of spin behind the liberally polished façade.
In the spring of 2011, much to the embarrassment of big-name educational authorities, 

after huge bonus monies (and we’re talking hundreds of thousands here) had been presented with 
loud acclaim to a southern state superintendent – a no-excuses powerhouse who, reformers were 
proud to point out, had not only radically raised test scores, but, along the way, proven the 
Presidentially-lauded theory of absolute need for a competitive, punitive-measure, test-score-
dependent accountability – well, it turned out that this assertively honored administrator:

Had been, maybe?
A little less than honest. 
In fact, investigators now argued, not only had an extensive test score manipulation been 

practiced in her district...
It had been aggressively, if very privately, endorsed.  
Almost a full decade after the policies of a high-stakes testing had been legislated by our 

nation’s suddenly “compassionate” government, big-name journalists (sound-bite-seeking 
commentators who, for so many years, had enthusiastically protected their advantaged position 
as educational reform’s loudest cheerleaders – had, in fact, been happily established on seats way 
up high at the very top of the pro-reform bandwagon), now professed a sudden astonishment to 
find that not just one particular school, not just one or two misguided and miscellaneously bad 
teachers, but suddenly a scandalous percent of a large, award-winning district was being exposed 
as having pulled the testing wool over public eyes.  

It was so, well, shocking.  
Who could’ve foreseen it?  
Who could’ve guessed?
Who, along the way, could’ve envisioned that those astoundingly high test scores – test 

scores which had jumped so miraculously, leaping as if by magic up the increasingly demanding, 
increasingly punitive, and increasingly inflexible test-score barometer – might turn out to be not 
what they proposed?  

Who could’ve predicted that, as the harshly invasive, job-threatening measures behind a 
high-stakes accountability assertively commandeered district management: Well, who could’ve 
foretold that the extreme pressure for boosting low scores might start right at the top?  Who 
could’ve projected that the no-excuses demand for a production of that magical (and oh-so-
lucratively rewarded) “image” of success, might come down directly onto low-income school 
employees from the very heavy hands of a bonus-and-power-hungry superintendent?  An 
overwhelmingly powerful leader who, employees now claimed, had made it more than clear 
through her penalty-menacing, paycheck-threatening demands, that buildings in her district: 

Would, by hook or by crook, dramatically elevate test scores.
So that, not surprisingly?

	
 They did. 
District employees: teachers, facilitators, coaches, evaluators, data analysts, curriculum 

specialists, testing minions, and that always realigning circle of fixer administrators – all whose 



middle-to-upper-middle-class livelihoods depended upon a continued employment – were not, as 
it turned out, actually stupid.  Practices of a test-score manipulation, or so it had been quickly 
discovered, could immediately proffer (and then so very favorably sustain) those rapidly 
climbing scores.  

And then?  
Well then, so suddenly and with such a brilliantly glittering fanfare, those schools most 

miraculously producing their rapidly climbing and wonderfully impossible scores were accepting 
not only a massive reform financing, but unprecedented bonus monies – everything happening so 
quickly and so excitingly, even as the now nationally lauded and widely glorified superintendent 
was bragging openly about her district’s extraordinary academic success.  

And, well; all along the way? 
No one, apparently, had blinked.  
No one had thought it necessary to look – oh, just a tad bit closer.  
No one had believed it logical (or even necessary) to question, before embracing, the 

incredible, magical production of those stupendous, governmentally acclaimed and monetarily 
rewarded scores; those scores which, cleverly packaged inside their fraudulent disguise?  Had, 
for so many long years, now, helped fabricate the nationally applauded, big-money supported – if 
problematically counterfeit – reality of a modern-day educational accountability.*

*As “grade change” scandals hit the news and those in charge feign a shocked incredulity, I would encourage 
journalists to seek out the so many, many teachers no longer employed and learn from them how, in those districts 
most reform aggressive, orders for a grade change manipulation run long and deep – more often than not coming 
down right from the top.  


